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Rocket Activity  

Pop! Rocket 

Launcher 
 

6IQLJ[P]L
To construct a simple air pressure launcher for 
paper rockets.

+LZJYPW[PVU
:[\KLU[Z�Z[VTW�VY�Q\TW�VU�HU�LTW[`���SP[LY�
soft drink (“pop”) bottle and force the air inside 
through connected plastic pipes to propel a 
paper rocket.  

5H[PVUHS�:JPLUJL�*VU[LU[�:[HUKHYKZ
Physical Science 
� ��7VZP[PVU�HUK�TV[PVU�VM�VIQLJ[Z�
� ��4V[PVUZ�HUK�MVYJLZ
Science and Technology 

��(IPSP[PLZ�VM�[LJOUVSVNPJHS�KLZPNU
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��*VUULJ[PVUZ

4H[LYPHSZ
Empty (and rinsed) 2-liter plastic soft drink 

bottle
2 1/2” PVC tee connectors
1 1/2” PVC connector
2 1/2” PVC caps
1- 5’ length of 1/2” PVC pipe 
Duct tape
Ruler
Optional: PVC cutter

Eye protection for anyone near launcher

4HUHNLTLU[
The Pop! Rocket Launcher, although fun for 
all students, is an ideal launcher for younger 
students because they love to stomp on the 
bottle to launch the rocket.  The launcher can 
be used for any kind of large paper rocket, 
including the high-power paper rockets 
described on page 91.  However, the Pop! 
Rockets described in the activity starting 
on page 66 are well-suited for this group 
of students because of their relatively easy 
construction.
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 Take the shopping list on the next page 
to the hardware store to obtain the PVC parts.  
The PVC pipe will be cut into smaller pieces.  
<ZL�H�ÄUL�[VV[O�ZH^�VY�H�7=*�J\[[LY��H]HPSHISL�
from the hardware store).  The PVC parts do 
not have to be cemented 
together.  Friction will hold 
the parts with occasional 
HKQ\Z[TLU[Z���3LH]L�[OL�
label on the bottle.  This 
gives students a target to 
aim for when stomping.  
If the end of the bottle is 
accidentally squashed, 
[OL�IV[[SL�ILJVTLZ�KPɉJ\S[�[V�YLPUÅH[L�HUK�
has to be replaced.  If you prefer to remove the 
label, use a marker and draw a bull’s-eye on the 
side of the bottle.
  The launch rod can be aimed at 
KPɈLYLU[�HUNSLZ�I`�[PS[PUN�[V�VUL�ZPKL�VY�HUV[OLY���
Rotating the entire launcher horizontally 
changes its direction.
 When using the launcher, place it 
in an open space.  It can be used inside a 
gymnasium or cafeteria.  If using inside, aim the 
launch tube at a low angle towards a far 

PVC Cutter 

wall.  Select a target to aim for.  If using outside 
(choose a calm day), the launcher should 
be aimed at a clear area. For fun, place a 
basketball in the landing zone.  Tell students to 
imagine the ball is the planet Mars (it’s the right 
color!) and have them launch their rocket to 
Mars.
 Make sure the student doing the 
launching and any other students near the 
launcher are wearing eye protection.  Do not 
permit any students to stand in front of the 
launcher or in the landing zone while “launch 
operations” are taking place.  

7YVJLK\YL
1. Cut the PVC pipe into the following lengths:  

3 pieces 12” long
3 pieces 6” long

 
2. Insert the end of one 12” pipe a few inches 

into into the neck of the bottle and tape it 
securely with duct tape.

3. Follow the construction diagram below for 
assembly of the launcher.  

 The launcher is ready for use.

3H\UJOLY�(ZZLTIS`
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<ZPUN�[OL�7VW��9VJRL[�3H\UJOLY
1. Place the launcher in an open space and tilt 

the launch tube in the desired direction.  If 
there is a light wind, aim in the direction of 
the wind. If shooting at targets, have each 
Z[\KLU[�HPT�[OL�SH\UJOLY�MVY�OPZ�VY�OLY�ÅPNO[�

2. Make sure the landing zone is clear of 
anyone who might be hit by the rocket.

3. Have the launching student put on eye 
protection and do a countdown to zero.

���;OL�Z[\KLU[�ZOV\SK�Z[VTW�VY�Q\TW�VU�[OL�
label of the bottle.  This will force most of the 
air inside the bottle through the tubes and 
launch the rocket.

5. While the student is retrieving the rocket, 
YLPUÅH[L�[OL���SP[LY�IV[[SL��:LWHYH[L�[OL�IV[[SL�
from the launcher by pulling it from the 
connector. Wrap your hand around the pipe 
LUK�[V�THRL�H�SVVZL�ÄZ[�HUK�ISV^�[OYV\NO�
opening into the pipe. Doing so keeps your 
lips from touching the pipe. Reconnect the 
bottle to the launcher and it is ready to go 
again.

6. When the landing zone is clear, have the next 
student put on the goggles, slide the rocket 
on to the launcher, aim the launcher, do the 
countdown, and stomp on the bottle.

;PW!�0M�`V\�WLYTP[�Z[\KLU[Z�[V�YLPUÅH[L�[OL�
bottles themselves, demonstrate the 
YLPUÅH[PVU�WYVJLJLZZ��:OV^�[OLT�OV^�[V�
blow through their hands into the pipe. 
Stress that they should not place their 
lips on the pipe itself. They can practice 
HJ[\HS�PUÅH[PVU�I`�ZX\PZOPUN�[OL�IV[[SL�
HUK�YLPUÅH[PUN�P[�


